A reusable launch vehicle control problem during ascent is addressed via multiple-time scaled continuous sliding mode control. The proposed sliding mode controller utilizes a two-loop structure and provides robust, de-coupled tracking of both orientation angle command profiles accurate, de-coupled tracking of the orientation angle command profiles in presence of external disturbances and vehicle inertia uncertainties. This is a significant advancement in performance over that achieved with linear, gain scheduled control systems currently being used for launch vehicles. https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20000067661 2020-03-04T15:22:39+00:00Z N. D., "Sliding Mode Control of the X-33 Vehicle in Launch and Re-entry Modes,"
, v ]r is the linear velocity vector, M is the mass of RLV, F is the vector of external th , if m: >0 where m s and mi0 are the current and initial fuel masses, respectively, ma_. is a mass of the RLV without fuel (dry), and th s is a rate of fuel consumption.
The control torque T is generated by the aerodynamic surfaces and rocket engines. This is described by the equation 
The desired RLV performance criteria is to robustly track both the commanded Euler angle guidance profiles yc and the real-time generated angular rate profiles a),., such that the motion for each quantity is described by a linear, de-coupled, and homogeneous vector valued differential equations with given eigenvalues placement. trajectory to the sliding surface cy --0. Dynamics of the sliding surface in eq. (12) are described as 6-= )_ -R(y)a_, + K,y_.
Sliding Mode Controller Design
The outer loop SMC design is initiated by choosing a candidate Lyapunov function of the fOFITI V 1 (14) = --CYrOY >0, 2 whose derivative is shown as
To ensure asymptotic stability of the origin of the system in eq. (13), the following derivative inequality of the candidate Lyapunov function is enforced 1-4
Considering equality (16), the required angular rate command wc to ensure asymptotic stability is defined as°9
where SIGN(or) = [sign(cr t ), sign(or 2), sign(or3 )_, and p > 0.
The sliding surface shown in eq. (12) will reach zero in a finite time 14 defined as where e i > 0 V1,--3define the slopes of the linearized function 4'5.
After substitution of eqs. (20) and (18) 
Eq. (21) is globally asymptotically stable, since p > 0 and K 0 is positive definite, and the equilibrium cr = 0 will be reached asymptotically. Moreover, in a close vicinity of o', = 0, Vi = 1,-3, the tracking error y_ will exhibit de-coupled motion in accordance with eq. (14).
Inner Loop Sliding Mode Controller Design
The purpose of the inner loop SMC is to generate the vehicle torque command vector T necessary to track the given commanded angular rate profile o3c. In addition to solving the inner loop tracking problem defined as 
2 whose derivative is shown as
To ensure asymptotic stability of the origin of the system eq. (24), the following derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate is enforced 1-4
Further, the sliding surface eq. (23) will reach zero in a finite time _-4 defined by (30) is rewritten as follows:
i=l Inequality (32) is rewritten to enforce inequality (27) after selecting It > 2. This is,
The value of parameter /5 is identified in accordance with inequality (33) as follows:
> a, +b i +c, + L, +17
Remark. 
Two-loop stability analysis
The outer loop continuous SMC in eqs. (18) and (20) provides global asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point cr = 0 in accordance with eq. (21). However, the virtual control signal o4 defined by eqs. (18) and (20) is tracked in the inner loop with a tracking error to e. Using backstepping techniques l°, the compensated dynamics of the outer loop sliding surface in eq.
(21) must be rewritten as follows 
In accordance with eq. (38) and that matrix K 2 is chosen positive definite, the equilibrium z = 0 (and w e = 0 ) is globally asymptotically stable. The equilibrium {7 = 0 is also globally asymptotically stable, since the matrix K 0 is chosen positive definite and p >0. IilI 0 -pK 0 -R(.)K: R(.) 
where
is the control allocation (gain-mixing) matrix, Q is the weighting matrix, and D(.) is the torqueto-deflection partial derivative matrix or sensitivity matrix.
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